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E-mail addresses: codara@mat.unimi.it (P. CodarBy a Ruspini partition we mean a ﬁnite family of fuzzy sets ff1; . . . ; fng; f i : ½0;1 ! ½0;1,
such that
Pn
i¼1fiðxÞ ¼ 1 for all x 2 ½0;1, where [0,1] denotes the real unit interval. We ana-
lyze such partitions in the language of Gödel logic. Our ﬁrst main result identiﬁes the pre-
cise degree to which the Ruspini condition is expressible in this language, and yields inter
alia a constructive procedure to axiomatize a given Ruspini partition by a theory in Gödel
logic. Our second main result extends this analysis to Ruspini partitions fulﬁlling the nat-
ural additional condition that each fi has at most one left and one right neighbour, meaning
that minx2½0;1 ffi1 ðxÞ; f i2 ðxÞ; f i3 ðxÞg ¼ 0 holds for i1 – i2 – i3.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Let [0,1] be the real unit interval. By a fuzzy set we shall mean a function f : ½0;1 ! ½0;1. Throughout the paper, we ﬁx a
ﬁnite nonempty familyP ¼ ff1; . . . ; fng
of fuzzy sets, for nP 1 an integer. Moreover, we write n for the set f1; . . . ;ng.
In several soft computing applications, the following notion of fuzzy partition plays an important role. It is often traced
back to [1, p. 28].
Deﬁnition 1.1. We say P is a Ruspini partition if for all x 2 ½0;1Xn
i¼1
fiðxÞ ¼ 1 ð1:1ÞBy way of informal motivation for what follows, think of the real unit interval [0,1] as the normalized range of values of a
physical observable, say temperature. Then each fi 2 P can be viewed as a means of assigning a truth-value to a proposition
about temperature in somemany-valued logicL. Had one no information at all about such propositions, one would be led to
identify them with propositional variables Xi, subject only to the axioms ofL. However, the set P does encode information
about X1; . . . ;Xn. For example, consider P ¼ ff1; f2; f3g as in Fig. 1, and say f1; f 2, and f3 provide truth-values for the propositions
X1 = ‘‘The temperature is low”, X2 = ‘‘The temperature is medium”, and X3 = ‘‘The temperature is high”, respectively. IfL has a
conjunction ^ interpreted byminimum, the proposition X1 ^ X3 has 0 as its only possible truth-value, i.e., it is a contradiction.
The chosen set P then leads one to add extra-logical axioms toL, e.g., :ðX1 ^ X3Þ, in an attempt to express the fact that one
cannot observe both a high and a low temperature at the same time. More generally, P implicitly encodes a theory—that is, a. All rights reserved.
ax: +39 02 50316276.
a), dantona@dico.unimi.it (O.M. D’Antona), marra@dico.unimi.it (V. Marra).
Fig. 1. A Ruspini partition ff1; f2; f3g.
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on P, then, amounts to implicitly enriching the logicL by extra-logical axioms that attempt to capture condition (1.1) in the
language provided byL. Indeed, while in practice it is often the case thatL lacks the power to express addition of real num-
bers exactly,L will still afford an approximation of the Ruspini condition in its own language. In this paper we are thus con-
cerned with the general problem of making explicit the extra-logical information implicitly encoded by P.
Throughout this paper, we shall take L to be Gödel logic. Among triangular norms and conorms [2], the minimum and
maximum operators are rather popular choices to model fuzzy logical conjunction and disjunction in applications. Gödel lo-
gic adds to this setting an implication that is obtained from conjunction via residuation, and thus ﬁts into P. Hájek’s family of
fuzzy logics based on (continuous) triangular norms; we refer to [3] for an extensive treatment.
Here we recall that Gödel (inﬁnite-valued propositional) logic G1 can be syntactically deﬁned as the schematic extension
of the intuitionistic propositional calculus by the prelinearity axiom ða! bÞ _ ðb! aÞ. It can also be semantically deﬁned as a
many-valued logic, as follows. Let us consider well-formed formulas over propositional variables X1;X2; . . . in the language
^;_;!;:;?;>. (We use ? and > as the logical constants falsum and verum, respectively). By an assignment we shall mean a
function l from (well-formed) formulas to ½0;1#R such that, for any two such formulas a; b,lða ^ bÞ ¼minflðaÞ;lðbÞg
lða _ bÞ ¼maxflðaÞ;lðbÞg
lða! bÞ ¼ 1 if lðaÞ 6 lðbÞ
lðbÞ otherwise

and lð:aÞ ¼ lða!?Þ;lð?Þ ¼ 0;lð>Þ ¼ 1. A tautology is a formula a such that lðaÞ ¼ 1 for every assignment l. As is well
known, Gödel logic is complete with respect to this many-valued semantics. Indeed, for a a formula of G1, let us write
‘ a to mean that a is derivable from the axioms ofG1 usingmodus ponens as the only deduction rule. Then the completeness
theorem guarantees that ‘ a holds if and only if a is a tautology. For proofs and more details, see [3,4].
This paper provides a thorough analysis of how the Ruspini condition on P is reﬂected by its associated theory over Gödel
logic. In (3.6) we shall eventually obtain a constructive procedure to axiomatize the theory implicitly encoded by P. Gödel
logic cannot precisely capture addition of real numbers, and Theorem 3.10 in fact proves that—up to logical equivalence
in G1—the Ruspini condition (1.1) reduces to the notion of weak Ruspini partition given in Deﬁnition 3.4. In Section 2 we
collect the necessary algebraic and combinatorial background, and prove some preliminary results. Theorem 3.10 is proved
in Section 3.
In several applications, the family of fuzzy sets P satisﬁes additional requirements beyond the Ruspini condition. Indeed,
designers often prefer fuzzy sets that have at most one neighbour to the left and one neighbour to the right, as in Fig. 1. If, by
contrast, one allows conﬁgurations such as the one in Fig. 2, one contemplates the possibility that certain values of the phys-
ical observable—temperature, in our example—are at the same time low, medium, and high (to possibly different degrees).
While this may be what is called for by speciﬁc situations, it turns out that in many applications the membership functions
are chosen so as to avoid this. Cf. e.g., the majority of the examples in [5]. Formally, we consider the following deﬁnition.Fig. 2. A 3-overlapping family ff1; f2; f3g.
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The set P in Fig. 1, for instance, is a 2-overlapping family. One could deﬁne k-overlapping families of fuzzy sets in the obvi-
ous manner. However, in this paper we shall only deal with the 2-overlapping case.
In Section 4, we subject a family P of 2-overlapping fuzzy sets to the same analysis carried out for the Ruspini condition.
Indeed, Theorem 4.6 is the exact counterpart for condition (1.2) of Theorem 3.10. There are, however, two signiﬁcant differ-
ences. Firstly, Gödel logic does capture the minimum of two real numbers exactly. This is why we do not need a weakened
notion of 2-overlapping families of fuzzy sets, whereas for the Ruspini condition the concept of a weak Ruspini partition gi-
ven in Deﬁnition 3.4 is unavoidable. Secondly, and more interestingly, the theory implicitly encoded by a family P of 2-over-
lapping fuzzy sets can already be axiomatized in four-valued Gödel logic, denoted G4: even if n grows ever larger, it is not
necessary to use more than four truth-values. The required background on ﬁnite-valued Gödel logics is recalled in Section 2.
This reduction to four-valued Gödel logic continues to hold when we assume that P satisﬁes both the Ruspini condition
(1.1) and the 2-overlapping condition (1.2). Closing a circle of ideas, in our ﬁnal Theorem 4.7 we obtain the axiomatic char-
acterization (over G4) of those weak Ruspini partitions P that are 2-overlapping.
2. Preliminary results
In this section, our aim is twofold. First, we wish to associate with P a formula aPðX1; . . . ;XnÞ in Gödel logic that encodes all
the extra-logical information provided by P, as discussed in the introduction. Second, we wish to explain how precisely the
same information can be encoded in combinatorial terms using appropriate partially ordered sets (posets, for short). For this,
we shall eventually associate with P (and aP) a poset FðPÞ (and FaP )—see (2.7) below.
2.1. Gödel algebras
As a tool, we make use of the algebraic counterpart of Gödel logic, namely, Gödel algebras. These are Heyting algebras1
hG;^;_;!;:;>;?i satisfying the prelinearity condition ðx! yÞ _ ðy! xÞ ¼ >. Thus, Gödel algebras are to Gödel logic precisely
as Boolean algebras are to classical propositional logic. The standard correspondence between algebraic and logical notions gen-
eralizes to Gödel logic, and shall be used below.
The collection of all functions from [0,1] to [0,1] has the structure of a Gödel algebra under the following operations, for
f ; g : ½0;1 ! ½0;1.ðf ^ gÞðxÞ ¼ minff ðxÞ; gðxÞg ðf _ gÞðxÞ ¼maxff ðxÞ; gðxÞg
ðf ! gÞðxÞ ¼ 1 if f ðxÞ 6 gðxÞ
gðxÞ otherwise

ð:f ÞðxÞ ¼ 1 if f ðxÞ ¼ 0
0 otherwise:

The top and bottom elements of the algebra are the constant functions 1 and 0, respectively.
We shall denote by GðPÞ the Gödel subalgebra of the algebra of all functions from [0,1] to itself generated by P. For each
integer kP 0, we write Gk for the free Gödel algebra on k free generators x1; . . . ; xk corresponding to the propositional vari-
ables X1; . . . ;Xk. That is, Gk is the Lindenbaum algebra of the pure Gödel logic restricted to the ﬁrst k propositional variables.
Then Gk is ﬁnite—it is well-known that Gödel algebras form a locally ﬁnite variety of algebras [8, Theorem 4]. Since GðPÞ is
generated by the n elements f1; . . . ; fn, there is a congruence H on Gn such that the quotient algebra Gn=H satisﬁesGn=H ﬃ GðPÞ ð2:1Þ
where ﬃ denotes isomorphism of Gödel algebras. We recall that congruences of a Gödel algebra G are in one-one correspon-
dence with ﬁlters of G, that is, with upward closed subsets closed under the ^ operation. In particular, ﬁlters of the form
" x ¼ fy 2 G jyP xg are called principal, as their corresponding congruences. If, additionally, G is ﬁnite, all ﬁlters (and con-
gruences) are necessarily principal. Therefore, H is generated by a single equation aðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ > in the language of Gödel
algebras. In logical terms, there is a single formulaaP  aPðX1; . . . ;XnÞ ð2:2Þ
over the n propositional variables X1; . . . ;Xn, such that the Lindenbaum algebra of the theory axiomatized by the single axiom
aP is isomorphic to GðPÞ. Note that aP is uniquely determined by P up to logical equivalence. Indeed, if aðX1; . . . ;XnÞ is another
formula such that the corresponding equation aðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ > generates the congruence H, then, algebraically, a and aP
represent the unique element x of Gn that generates the unique principal ﬁlter " x corresponding to H. Hence, ‘ a$ aP ,
where we write a$ aP as a shorthand for ða! aPÞ ^ ðaP ! aÞ.
Intuitively, then, the formula aP encodes all relations between the fuzzy sets f1; . . . ; fn that Gödel logic is capable to ex-
press. The standard argument above only grants the existence and uniqueness of aP , given P. We now turn to the problem
of describing aP concretely in terms of P.background on Heyting algebras, we refer to [7].
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Any ﬁnite Boolean algebra can be thought of as the family of all subsets of a ﬁnite set, endowed with set-theoretic oper-
ations. For ﬁnite Gödel algebras, one needs to replace sets with forests, as follows.
Recall that, given a poset ðF;6Þ and a set Q # F, the downset of Q is
# Q ¼ fx 2 F jx 6 q; for some q 2 QgWe write # q for # fqg. A poset F is a forest if for all q 2 F the downset # q is a chain (i.e., a totally ordered set). A leaf is a max-
imal element of F. A tree is a forest with a bottom element, called the root of the tree. A subforest of a forest F is the downset of
some Q # F. The height of a chain is the number of its elements. The height of a forest is the maximum height of any inclusion-
maximal chain of the forest.
Let SubðFÞ denote the family of all subforests of a forest F. It so happens that SubðFÞ has a natural structure of Gödel alge-
bra, where ^ and _ are given by union and intersection of subforests, and implication is deﬁned, for F1; F2 2 SubðFÞ, asF1 ! F2 ¼ fq 2 F j # q \ F1# # q \ F2g
The constants ?;> are the empty forest and F itself, respectively. Negation is deﬁned by :F1 ¼ F1 !?. It turns out that any
ﬁnite Gödel algebra is representable as SubðFÞ, for some choice of F that is unique to within a poset isomorphism. See [9,
Section 2] for a concise treatment and further references.
The forestFn such that Gn ﬃ SubðFnÞ has special importance, as it is associated with the pure Gödel logic over the prop-
ositional variables X1; . . . ;Xn. We next show how to explicitly describeFn in the elementary language of [0,1]-valued assign-
ments. This description plays a key role in what follows.
Deﬁnition 2.1. We say that two assignments l and m are equivalent over the ﬁrst n variables, or n-equivalent, written lnm, if
and only if there exists a permutation r : n! n such that:0 0 lðXrð1ÞÞ 1    n1 lðXrðnÞÞ n 1
0 0 mðXrð1ÞÞ 1    n1 mðXrðnÞÞ n 1
ð2:3Þwhere i 2 f<;¼g, for i ¼ 0; . . . ;n.
Clearly, n is an equivalence relation. Throughout, we writeFn for the (ﬁnite) set of equivalence classes of n. Here, we
are abusing notation in thatFn already denotes a forest such that Gn ﬃ SubðFnÞ. In fact, (i) in Proposition 2.4 below shows
that our usage is harmless.
It is not difﬁcult to show that if aðX1; . . . ;XnÞ is a formula in Gödel logic, and l; m are two n-equivalent assignments, then
lðaðX1; . . . ;XnÞÞ ¼ 1 if and only if mðaðX1; . . . ;XnÞÞ ¼ 1 ð2:4ÞWe can further endow Fn with a partial order.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let ½ln ; ½mn 2Fn, and let r : n! n be a permutation such that
0 0 mðXrð1ÞÞ 1    n1 mðXrðnÞÞ n 1
0 e0 lðXrð1ÞÞ e1    en1 lðXrðnÞÞ en 1where i; ei 2 f<;¼g, for i ¼ 0; . . . ;n. We deﬁne ½ln 6 ½mn if and only if there exists an index k 2 f0; . . . ;ng such that
(i) ei coincides with i if 0 6 i 6 k,
(ii) ei coincides with = if kþ 1 6 i 6 n.Example 2.3. Let l; m; n be assignments such that
 lðX1Þ ¼ 1; lðX2Þ ¼ 1=3; lðX3Þ ¼ 0; lðX4Þ ¼ 1,
 mðX1Þ ¼ 1; mðX2Þ ¼ 1=4; mðX3Þ ¼ 0; mðX4Þ ¼ 1=2,
 nðX1Þ ¼ 1; nðX2Þ ¼ 1=2; nðX3Þ ¼ 0; nðX4Þ ¼ 1=2.
For rð1Þ ¼ 3; rð2Þ ¼ 2; rð3Þ ¼ 4; rð4Þ ¼ 1, one has
 0 ¼ lðX3Þ < lðX2Þ < lðX4Þ ¼ lðX1Þ ¼ 1,
 0 ¼ mðX3Þ < mðX2Þ < mðX4Þ < mðX1Þ ¼ 1,
 0 ¼ nðX3Þ < nðX2Þ ¼ nðX4Þ < nðX1Þ ¼ 1.
Thus, according to Deﬁnition 2.2, ½ln 6 ½mn , and ½nn is uncomparable to both ½ln and ½mn .
One checks that 6 in Deﬁnition 2.2 indeed is a partial order onFn, and ðFn;6Þ is in fact a forest [10, Lemma 3.3]. Direct
inspection shows that
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(b) the equivalence class ½ln such that lðX1Þ ¼    ¼ lðXnÞ ¼ 0 is the only tree having height 1, and
(c) the leaves are those equivalence classes of assignments in which no variable is set to 1.
We can now sum up the relationships between ﬁnite forests and ﬁnite Gödel algebras, as follows.
For each i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, let vi ¼ f½ln j lðXiÞ ¼ 1g be the i
th generating subforest ofFn. We recall that the prime (lattice) ﬁl-
ters of a Gödel algebra G represent precisely those congruences H such that G=H is totally ordered.
Proposition 2.4. Fix an integer kP 0. (i) SubðFkÞ is (isomorphic to) the free Gödel algebra on k free generators. A free generating
set is given by the collection of generating subforests. (ii) Up to isomorphism, the quotients of SubðFkÞ are precisely the algebras of
the form SubðFÞ, for F 2 SubðFkÞ. (iii) The set of prime ﬁlters ordered by reverse inclusion of SubðFÞ is order-isomorphic to F for
every F 2 SubðFkÞ.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward translation of [9, Remark 2 and Proposition 2.4] in the language of equivalence classes
of assignments introduced above. h
Fig. 3 shows the forest F2, whose nodes are labelled by the ordering of variables under a given assignment as in (2.3).
However, for the sake of readability, here and in the following ﬁgure we write Xi instead of lðXiÞ.
2.3. The forest determined by P
We can now associate with P a uniquely determined forest. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4, we can
reformulate (2.1) as follows: P uniquely determines a congruence H0 on SubðFnÞ, and a subforest FðPÞ of Fn such that
(see Fig. 4)SubðFnÞ=H0 ﬃ SubðFðPÞÞ ﬃ GðPÞ
To relateH0 with the formula aP in (2.2) or, equivalently, with FðPÞ, we shall give an explicit description of FðPÞ. To this end, it
is convenient to introduce the following notion.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let ½ln 2Fn and x 2 ½0;1. We say ½ln is realized by P at x if there exists a permutation r : n! n such that
0 0 f rð1ÞðxÞ 1    n1 f rðnÞðxÞ n 1
0 0 lðXrð1ÞÞ 1    n1 lðXrðnÞÞ n 1where i 2 f<;¼g; i 2 f0; . . . ;ng.
Proposition 2.6. We haveFðPÞ ¼# f½ln 2Fn j ½ln is realized by P at some x 2 ½0;1g ð2:5ÞProof. We ﬁrst construct a subdirect representation of GðPÞ. We shall then use Proposition 2.4 to identify FðPÞwith the forest
of prime ﬁlters of GðPÞ. This will allow us to prove the desired equality (2.5).
To construct the subdirect representation, note that there exists a ﬁnite set fx1; . . . ; xmg# ½0;1 such that for each y 2 ½0;1,
if ½ln 2 FðPÞ is realized by P at y, then it is also realized by P at xi, for some i 2 m. Moreover, one checks that evaluating theFig. 3. The forest F2.
Fig. 4. The Ruspini forest R2.
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given by restriction to xi. The homomorphism2 Reas : GðPÞ,!
Ym
i¼1
Cxigiven byg 2 GðPÞ# ðq1ðgÞ; . . . ; qmðgÞÞ
is injective. Indeed, let g – h 2 GðPÞ, say gðyÞ > hðyÞ for y 2 ½0;1. For the sake of brevity, we shall only deal with the case
1 > gðyÞ > hðyÞ > 0. Then gðyÞ ¼ fiðyÞ and hðyÞ ¼ fjðyÞ for i – j. Let ½ln be the assignment realized by P at y. There exists
u 2 m such that ½ln is realized by P at xu, and therefore fiðxuÞ > fjðxuÞ, which proves sðgÞ – sðhÞ.
It now follows that s is a subdirect representation of GðPÞ. By Proposition 2.4(iii) we identify prime ﬁlters of GðPÞ with
elements of FðPÞ#Fn. The prime ﬁlters that are kernels of q1; . . . ; qm must comprise all inclusion-minimal prime ﬁlters of
GðPÞ, i.e., all leaves of FðPÞ, for otherwise s could not be a subdirect representation. Therefore, the classes ½ln realized by P at
some x 2 ½0;1 comprise all leaves of FðPÞ (and possibly other elements). Since any forest is the downset of its leaves the
proposition is proved. square
In general, we associate with a formula aðX1; . . . ;XnÞ the uniquely determined subforest of Fn, denoted Fa, as follows:
Fa ¼ f½ln 2Fn jlðaÞ ¼ 1g ð2:6ÞBy (2.4), Fa does not depend on the choice of l. Clearly, Fa corresponds to the quotient algebra SubðFnÞ=H0, where H0 is the
congruence generated by aðX1; . . . ;XnÞ ¼ >. Finally, by the foregoing we haveFaP ¼ FðPÞ ð2:7Þ2.4. Finite-valued Gödel logics
In Section 4 we are going to deal with four-valued Gödel logic. Here we provide the needed background. Fix an integer
t P 2, and consider the set of truth-values Tt ¼ 0 ¼ 0t1 ; 1t1 ; . . . ; t2t1 ; t1t1 ¼ 1
 
# ½0;1. To deﬁne n-valued Gödel logic seman-
tically, we consider the same set of well-formed formulas over X1;X2; . . . as for G1, but we restrict assignments to those tak-
ing values in Tt , that is, to t-valued assignments. A tautology of t-valued Gödel logicGt is deﬁned as a formula that takes value
1 under any t-valued assignment. Syntactically, we need to add one axiom scheme to those of G1 in order to obtain a com-
pleteness theorem for Gt . Namely, consider the axioma1 _ ða1 ! a2Þ _    _ ða1 ^    ^ at1 ! atÞ ðLINtÞ
Using modus ponens as the only deduction rule, one proves that the axioms of G1 together with ðLintÞ provide a complete
axiomatization2 of Gt . We write ‘Gta to mean that the formula a is provable in Gt .
It is straightforward to extend to Gt the combinatorial representation theory of Section 2.2. For this, we use partially or-
dered equivalence classes of assignments as in Deﬁnitions 2.1 and 2.2, except that we only consider t-valued assignments.
Contemplation of the meaning of ðLintÞ shows that the forestFtn associated with the pure t-valued Gödel logic Gt is order-
isomorphic to the subforest of Fn consisting of all elements having height at most t  1. In other words, truncating Fn to
height t  1 yields Ftn. The correspondence for G1 between subforests, formulas, and quotient algebras given by the fore-
going now extends to Gt in the obvious manner.
3. Gödel approximation of Ruspini partitions
Let P be a Ruspini partition. It is clear that those assignments l to X1; . . . ;Xn such that either lðXiÞ ¼ 0, for all i 2 n, or
lðXiÞ < 1 for exactly one index i, and lðXjÞ ¼ 0, for all j– i, cannot evaluate aP to 1. Equivalently, these assignments cannot
be realized by P at any x 2 ½0;1. The following deﬁnition isolates a class of subforests Rn#Fn that omits fromFn precisely
those points corresponding to such assignments.
Deﬁnition 3.1. We denote by Rn the subforest ofFn obtained by removing fromFn the single tree having height 1, and the
leaves of all the trees having height 2. We call Rn the Ruspini forest.
We now show how to explicitly axiomatize Rn.
Deﬁnition 3.2. We deﬁne the Ruspini axiom qn ¼ a _ b, wherea ¼
_
16i<j6n
ð::Xi ^ ::XjÞ and b ¼
_
16i6n
Xi ^
^
16j – i6n
:Xj
 !Recall that the formula qn uniquely determines a subforest Fqn #Fn as in (2.6). In fact:ders interested in proof-theoretic aspects of Gödel logics are referred to [11] for an extensive discussion with further references.
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Proof. Fix an assignment l. Sincelð::XÞ ¼ 0 if lðXÞ ¼ 0
1 otherwise;

lðaÞ– 1 if and only if at most one variable Xi0 satisﬁes lðXi0 Þ – 0.
Observe now that lðbÞ ¼ 1 if and only if there exists i 2 n such that, for j– i; lðXiÞ ¼ 1 and lðXjÞ ¼ 0.
Therefore, lðqnÞ ¼ lða _ bÞ – 1 if and only if there exists i0 2 n such that, for j– i0; lðXi0 Þ < 1 and lðXjÞ ¼ 0. It is now
straightforward to verify that the latter condition holds if and only if ½ln R Rn. h
Let us introduce a property of P that we shall use in our main result. Let k : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 be an order preserving map such
that kð0Þ ¼ 0 and kð1Þ ¼ 1, and let t ¼ inf k1ð1Þ. If the restriction of k to ½0; t is an order isomorphism between ½0; t and [0,1],
we say k is a comparison map.
Deﬁnition 3.4. We say P is a weak Ruspini partition if for all x 2 ½0;1, there exist y 2 ½0;1, a comparison map k, and an order
isomorphism c from [0,1] to itself, such that
(i) kðfiðyÞÞ ¼ fiðxÞ, for all i 2 n.
(ii)
Pn
i¼1cðfiðyÞÞ ¼ 1.Example 3.5. The set of functions P ¼ ff1; f2g shown in Fig. 5 is a weak Ruspini partition. Indeed, for x ¼ 0 or x ¼ 1, condi-
tions (i) and (ii) in Deﬁnition 3.4 are trivially satisﬁed with y ¼ x, and k and c the identity functions. (More generally, for all
x 2 ½0;1where the Ruspini condition locally holds asPni¼1fiðxÞ ¼ 1, (i) and (ii) are satisﬁed in this manner.) If x 2 ða;1Þwe can
still choose y ¼ x and k the identity function. Then, since the values of f1; f2 at x satisfy 0 < f1ðxÞ; f2ðxÞ < 1, it is clear that there
is an order isomorphism c that shifts this values to 0 < cðf1ðxÞÞ; cðf2ðxÞÞ < 1 so that cðf1ðxÞÞ þ cðf2ðxÞÞ ¼ 1. Finally, consider
x 2 ð0; a. Here, x ¼ y does not work, because then 0 < f1ðxÞ < f2ðxÞ ¼ 1, and regardless of our choice of c we have
0 < cðf1ðxÞÞ < cðf2ðxÞÞ ¼ 1, whence cðf1ðxÞÞ þ cðf2ðxÞÞ > 1. However, let y 2 ða; bÞ. Then, we can choose k such that
kðf1ðyÞÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ, and the restriction of k to ½0; f2ðyÞ is an order isomorphism onto [0,1]—hence kðf2ðyÞÞ ¼ f2ðxÞ, too. In particular
k carries ½f2ðyÞ;1 to 1. For this choice of k, (i) is satisﬁed. As before, it is easy to construct an order isomorphism c satisfying
(ii) with respect to our chosen y. (Thus, k preserves the relative order of the values of fi, except that it can collapse the values
above a ﬁxed t 2 ð0;1 to 1. Then the Ruspini condition is to be satisﬁed by the values at y.)
The importance of comparison maps to our purposes is brought out by our next result. The following lemma relates the
order between points of Fn realized by any P with the existence of an appropriate comparison map. Further, it relates the
existence of leaves of Rn realized by P with the existence of an appropriate order isomorphism of the real unit interval.
Lemma 3.6. Let ½ln ; ½mn 2Fn and x; y 2 ½0;1 such that ½ln and ½mn are realized by P at x and y, respectively. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) ½ln 6 ½mn .
(ii) There exists a comparison map k : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 with kðfiðyÞÞ ¼ fiðxÞ, for all i 2 n.Moreover, the following are equivalent.
(iii) ½ln is a leaf of Rn.
(iv) There exists an order isomorphism c : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 with Pni¼1cðfiðxÞÞ ¼ 1.Proof. ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ. By Deﬁnitions 2.2 and 2.5, there exists a permutation r : n! n such that
0 0 f rð1ÞðyÞ 1    n1frðnÞðyÞ n 1
0 e0 f rð1ÞðxÞ e1    en1 f rðnÞðxÞ en 1Fig. 5. A weak Ruspini partition ff1; f2g.
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case k ¼ n is a trivial variation thereof. We deﬁne K by KðfrðiÞðyÞÞ ¼ frðiÞðxÞ, for 1 6 i 6 k, and KðfrðiÞðyÞÞ ¼ 1 if kþ 1 6 i 6 n. We
extend K to a comparison map as follows. Consider the closed intervals I0 ¼ ½0; frð1ÞðyÞ; J0 ¼ ½0; frð1ÞðxÞ; Ii ¼ ½frðiÞðyÞ; frðiþ1ÞðyÞ
and Ji ¼ ½frðiÞðxÞ; frðiþ1ÞðxÞ, for 1 6 i 6 k. Now let us ﬁx 0 6 h 6 k. Note that if Ih collapses to a point, then Jh also collapses to a
point. Therefore, in all cases we can choose order isomorphisms kh : Ih ! Jh. Moreover, set Ikþ1 ¼ ½frðkþ1ÞðyÞ;1 and
kkþ1 : Ikþ1 ! f1g. Since kh and khþ1 agree at Ih \ Ihþ1 by construction, the function k : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 deﬁned by kðrÞ ¼ kjðrÞ if
r 2 Ij, for 0 6 j 6 kþ 1, is a comparison map satisfying (ii).
ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ. Immediate from Deﬁnitions 2.2 and 2.5.
ðiiiÞ ) ðivÞ. It is an exercise to check that ½ln is a leaf of Rn if and only if exactly one of the following two cases hold.
Case 1 . There exists i0 such that lðXi0 Þ ¼ 1 and lðXiÞ ¼ 0 for i – i0. Let c be the identity map. By Deﬁnition 2.5, we havePn
i¼1cðfiðxÞÞ ¼ 1.
Case 2 . For all i;lðXiÞ < 1, and there exist i0; i1 such that 0 < lðXi0 Þ 6 lðXi1 Þ.
Let us write3 For0 0 f rð1ÞðxÞ 1    n1 f rðnÞðxÞ n1
for some permutation r and i 2 f<;¼g. We shall assume 0 is <. The case where some fi takes value zero at x is entirely
similar.
Now consider the ðn 1Þ-dimensional simplex3 Sn, given by the convex hull of the standard basis of Rn. Let Sð1Þn be the
simplicial complex given by the ﬁrst barycentric subdivision of Sn. The ðn 1Þ-dimensional simplices of Sð1Þn are in bijection with
the permutations of n, and the solution set of the inequalities0 6 r1 6    6 rn 6 1 ð3:1Þin Sn is an ðn 1Þ-dimensional simplex S 2 Sð1Þn . Consider the equalities
ri ¼ riþ1 ð3:2Þfor each i ¼ 1; . . . ;n 1 such that i is =. Then the solution set of (3.1) and (3.2) is a nonempty face T of S. Consider next the
strict inequalitiesri < riþ1
0 < r1
rn < 1
8><>: ð3:3Þ
for all i ¼ 1; . . . ;n 1 such that i is <. Then the solution set of (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) is the relative interior T	 of T. Since T is
nonempty, T	 is nonempty. The barycenter b ¼ ðb1; . . . ; bnÞ of T lies in T	. Since b 2 Sn, we have
Pn
k¼1bk ¼ 1. Moreover, by
construction,0 0 b1 1    n1 bn n 1
We deﬁne C by CðfrðiÞÞ ¼ bi. Arguing as in the proof of ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ, we conclude that there is an extension of C to an order iso-
morphism c : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 satisfying (iv).
ðivÞ ) ðiiiÞ. Suppose ½ln is not a leaf of Rn. Thus, exactly one of the following two cases holds.
Case 1. ½ln 2Fn nRn.In this case there exists i0 such that lðXi0 Þ < 1 and lðXiÞ ¼ 0 for i – i0. Using Deﬁnition 2.5, we havePn
i¼1cðfiðxÞÞ < 1, for each order isomorphism c.
Case 2. ½ln 2 Rn, but ½ln 2 Rn is not a leaf of Rn.It is easy to check that there exist i0; i1 such that 0 < lðXi0 Þ 6 lðXi1 Þ ¼ 1.
Using Deﬁnition 2.5, we have fi1 ðxÞ ¼ 1 and fi0 ðxÞ > 0, and thus
Pn
i¼1cðfiðxÞÞ > 1, for each order isomorphism c. h
To state our main result we still need to show how to obtain a formula w½ln associated with a given element ½ln 2Fn
such that w½ln evaluates to 1 exactly on # ½ln . To this end, we deﬁne the derived connective a / b ¼ ððb! aÞ ! bÞ. Given an
assignment l we have thatlða / bÞ ¼ 1 if lðaÞ < lðbÞ or lðaÞ ¼ lðbÞ ¼ 1
lðbÞ otherwise:

Suppose now that, for a given permutation r : n! n,0 0 lðXrð1ÞÞ 1    n1 lðXrðnÞÞ n 1all unexplained notions in combinatorial topology, please see [12].
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where ﬄi ¼ / if i is <, and ﬄi ¼$ otherwise.
Lemma 3.7. Fw½ln ¼# ½ln .
Proof. We omit the straightforward veriﬁcation. Compare [13], where a theory of chain normal forms for Gödel logic is intro-
duced using similar tools. h
Given a forest F#Fn, let us indicate with LeafðFÞ the set of leaves of F.
Lemma 3.8. Fix a forest F#Fn, and let aðX1; . . . ;XnÞ be a formula as in (2.6) such that Fa ¼ F. Then‘ a$
_
l2LeafðFaÞ
wl ð3:5ÞProof. Set b ¼ Wl2LeafðFaÞwl. Then, by the deﬁnition of $, (3.5) holds if and only if Fa ¼ Fb. But, by Lemma 3.7 along with the
deﬁnition of _; Fb is the downset of the leaves of Fa, whence it coincides with Fa. h
Note that, in particular, Lemma 3.8 yields the promised explicit construction of aP , for any family of fuzzy sets P. Indeed,
using (2.7),‘ aP $
_
l2LeafðFðPÞÞ
wl ð3:6ÞDeﬁnition 3.9. We say that a forest F is a Ruspini subforest if F#Rn and each leaf of F is a leaf of Rn.
We can ﬁnally prove our ﬁrst main result.4
Theorem 3.10. For any choice of P the following are equivalent.
(i) P is a weak Ruspini partition.
(ii) FðPÞ is a Ruspini subforest.
(iii) G1 provesaP $
_
l2LeafðFaP Þ\LeafðRnÞ
wl ð3:7ÞMoreover, for any Ruspini subforest F there exists a Ruspini partition P0 ¼ ff 01; . . . ; f 0ng, with f 0i : ½0;1 ! ½0;1, such that FðP0Þ ¼ F.
Proof. Recall from (2.7) that FaP ¼ FðPÞ. We tacitly use the latter identiﬁcation in the proof below.
ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ. By Lemma 3.6, we can reformulate Deﬁnition 3.4 in terms of assignments as follows. For all ½ln 2Fn realized
by P at some x 2 ½0;1, there exists ½mn P ½ln realized by P at some y 2 ½0;1 such that ½mn is a leaf of Rn. Thus, by
Proposition 2.6, FðPÞ is exactly the downset of those leaves of Rn realized by P at some x 2 ½0;1.
ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ. By Deﬁnition 3.9, each leaf k 2 LeafðFaP Þ is a leaf of Rn. Hence, LeafðFaP Þ \ LeafðRnÞ ¼ LeafðFaP Þ, and the result
follows from (3.6).
ðiiiÞ ) ðiÞ. Suppose P is not a weak Ruspini partition. By Deﬁnition 3.4, using Lemma 3.6, there exists k 2 FaP such that one
of the following two conditions holds.
(a) k 2Fn nRn.
(b) k 2 Rn is a maximal element of FaP , but it is not a leaf of Rn.
We will show that both (a) and (b) lead to a contradiction. To this purpose, set b ¼ Wl2LeafðFaP Þ\LeafðRnÞwl. Then Fb, the
forest associated with b via (2.6), is a subforest of Rn. Indeed, by Lemma 3.7, Fb is the downset of those l 2Fn satis-
fying l 2 LeafðFaP Þ \ LeafðRnÞ. By the deﬁnition of$, (3.7) holds if and only if FaP ¼ Fb. Suppose (a) holds. Then k is an
element of FaP lying strictly above a leaf of Rn. Since, as just shown, Fb#Rn, we infer FaP – Fb, a contradiction. Next
suppose (b) holds. We claim k R Fb. Indeed, since Fb is the downset of those l 2Fn satisfying l 2 LeafðFaP Þ\
LeafðRnÞ; k 2 Fb if and only if there exists such an l satisfying lP k. Since k R LeafðRnÞ by (b), we have l > k. Since
l 2 LeafðFaP Þ, the latter inequality means that k is not a leaf of FaP , a contradiction. We conclude k R Fb, whence
FaP – Fb, as was to be shown.
Finally, we prove the last statement of the theorem. Let ½l1n ; . . . ; ½lmn be the leaves of F. Partition the interval [0,1]
intom intervals I1 ¼ ½0; x1; I2 ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; Im ¼ ðxm1;1 ¼ xm. We construct the functions f 0i as follows. For i 2 n; j 2 m,
we set f 0i ðxÞ ¼ Cij 2 R if x 2 Ij. The constants Cij are chosen so that6, p. 170] a different version of this theorem appears, where the formula in (iii) regrettably contains a mistake.
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(d)
Pn
i¼1Cij ¼ 1.
Obviously, it is always possible to choose Cij so that (c) holds. The proof of ðiiiÞ ) ðivÞ in Lemma 3.6 shows that, in fact, it
is always possible to choose Cij so that both (c) and (d) hold. h
As a ﬁrst corollary, we can count the number of Ruspini partitions with n fuzzy sets that can be told apart by Gödel logic.
In [[14]] it is shown that the number of leaves of Fn isLn ¼ 2
Xn
k¼1
k!
n
k
 
ð3:8Þwhere nk
 
is the number of partitions of an n-element set into k classes, i.e., the Stirling number of the second kind. The num-
ber
Pn
k¼1k!
n
k
 
is the nth ordered Bell number, i.e., the number of all ordered partitions of n. Compare sequence A000670 in
[15].
Consider P0 ¼ ff 01; . . . ; f 0ng, where f 0i : ½0;1 ! ½0;1. In the light of Section 2, let us say that P0 is Gödel -equivalent to P if
FðPÞ ¼ FðP0Þ, or, equivalently, ‘ aP $ aP0 . Then:
Corollary 3.11. The number of equivalence classes of Gödel-equivalent weak Ruspini partitions of n elements is 2Ln1  1, where
Ln is given by (3.8).
Proof. A weak Ruspini partition P is characterized, up to Gödel-equivalence, by the forest FðPÞ, and therefore by a subset of
leaves of Rn. Noting that the number of leaves of Rn is Ln  1, and that for every weak Ruspini partition P; FðPÞ – ;, the cor-
ollary follows. h
Our second corollary deals with continuity. Since implication in Gödel logic has a discontinuous semantics, it is impos-
sible to force continuity of all functions of a Ruspini partition (up to Gödel-equivalence). However, it is always possible to
bound the number of discotinuities.
Corollary 3.12. (i) There is a Ruspini subforest F such that whenever FðPÞ ¼ F then each fi 2 P has a point of discontinuity. (ii) For
all Ruspini subforests F with L leaves there is a choice of a Ruspini partition P0 ¼ ff 01; . . . ; f 0ng, with FðP0Þ ¼ F such that each
f 0i : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 has at most L 1 points of discontinuity.
Proof. (i) It sufﬁces to choose F#Rn as the forest of all Boolean assignments which are leaves of Rn. (ii) The construction
used in the proof of the last statement of Theorem 3.10 yields the desired P0. h4. Four-valued Gödel Logic, and 2-overlapping Ruspini Partitions
Following the same outline of the previous section, we now investigate how Gödel logic expresses the 2-overlapping
property of the family P of fuzzy sets.
Deﬁnition 4.1. We denote by Tn the subforest of Fn obtained by removing from Fn all the trees of height > 3.
Remark 4.2. Tn is the subforest of all equivalence classes of assignments ½ln 2Fn such that for all i – j– k 2 n, at least
one of lðXiÞ ¼ 0;lðXjÞ ¼ 0;lðXkÞ ¼ 0, holds.
We can immediately show how to axiomatize Tn.
Deﬁnition 4.3. We deﬁne the 2-overlapping axiom sn bysn ¼
^
16i<j<k6n
:ðXi ^ Xj ^ XkÞLemma 4.4. Fsn ¼Tn. Fix an assignment l. Note that lðsnÞ – 1 if and only if there exist i– j– k 2 n such that lðXiÞ > 0;lðXjÞ > 0,Proof
and lðXkÞ > 0. It is now straightforward to verify that the latter condition holds if and only if
½ln RTn. h
Lemma 4.5. For any choice of P,‘G4 aP ! sn if and only if ‘ aP ! sn
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ð)Þ The formula aP ! sn is a tautology of G4 if and only ifFaP \F4n# Fsn \F4n ð4:1Þ
Since, by Lemma 4.4, Fsn ¼Tn, and since Tn#F4n by direct inspection, Condition (4.1) is equivalent toFaP \F4n#Tn ð4:2Þ
We show FaP #Tn. Suppose there exists ½ln 2 FaP such that ½ln RTn (absurdum hypothesis). By (4.2) we have
½ln 2 FaP nF4n. Therefore, the class ½ln must belong to a tree ofFn of height > 3. If ½mn is the root of such tree, we have
½mn 2 FaP \F4n but, by Deﬁnition 4.1, ½mn RTn. This contradicts (4.2), and our claim is settled. Thus, FaP #Tn and the for-
mula aP ! sn is a tautology of G1. h
Using the preceding lemma, we can now prove:
Theorem 4.6. For any choice of P, the following are equivalent.
(i) P is a 2-overlapping family.
(ii) FðPÞ is a subforest of Tn.
(iii) ‘G4 aP ! sn.Proof. ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ. All ½ln 2Fn realized by P at some x 2 ½0;1 are such that for all i– j– k 2 n, at least one of
lðXiÞ ¼ 0;lðXjÞ ¼ 0;lðXkÞ ¼ 0, holds. Thus, FðPÞ is subforest of Tn.
ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ. Since FðPÞ#Tn, we have ‘ aP ! sn. But then ‘G4aP ! sn.
ðiiiÞ ) ðiÞ. Suppose P is not a 2-overlapping family (absurdum hypothesis). In other words, suppose that there exist
i – j– k 2 n, and x 2 ½0;1, such that fiðxÞ > 0; fjðxÞ > 0, and fkðxÞ > 0. Thus, there exists ½ln 2Fn realized by P at x, such that
lðXiÞ > 0;lðXjÞ > 0, and lðXkÞ > 0. Using (2.7), ½ln 2 FaP . Clearly, ½ln R Fsn . Therefore, aP ! sn is not a tautology ofG1. By
Lemma 4.5, aP ! sn is not a tautology of G4. This contradicts (iii) and completes the proof. h
Our ﬁnal aim is to combine Theorems 3.10 and 4.6, that is, to axiomatize 2-overlapping weak Ruspini partitions in four-
valued Gödel logic.
Theorem 4.7. For any choice of P the following are equivalent.
(i) P is a 2-overlapping weak Ruspini partition.
(ii) FðPÞ is a Ruspini subforest contained in Tn.
(iii) ‘G4a ^ b, wherea ¼ aP $
_
l2LeafðFaP Þ\LeafðRnÞ
wl ð4:3Þ
b ¼ ðaP ! snÞ
Moreover, for any Ruspini subforest F contained in Tn there exists a 2-overlapping Ruspini partition P
0 ¼ ff 01; . . . ; f 0ng, with
f 0i : ½0;1 ! ½0;1, such that FðP0Þ ¼ F.
Proof. ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ. By Theorem 3.10, FðPÞ is a Ruspini subforest. By Theorem 4.6, FðPÞ#Tn.
ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ. By Theorem 3.10, the formula a is a tautology ofG1, and thus a tautology ofG4. By Theorem 4.6, the formula b
is a tautology of G4. Therefore, the formula a ^ b is a tautology of G4.
ðiiiÞ ) ðiÞ. Since a ^ b is a tautology of G4, we have ‘G4b. By Theorem 4.6, P is 2-overlapping. Moreover, by Lemma 4.5,
‘G4b implies ‘ b, and therefore
FaP #Tn ð4:4ÞIt remains to show that P is a weak Ruspini partition. The argument is analogous to that in ðiiiÞ ) ðiÞ of Theorem 3.10. Indeed,
we note that G4 proves the formula a$ b if and only if Fa \F4n ¼ Fb \F4n. Moreover, by (4.4), the element k appearing in
conditions (a) and (b) in the proof of Theorem 3.10 necessarily belongs to sn, and thus to F4n.
The last statement of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.10 and 4.6. h
The analogue of Corollary 3.11 for 2-overlapping weak Ruspini partition is as follows.
Corollary 4.8. The number of classes of Gödel-equivalent 2-overlapping weak Ruspini partitions of n elements is 2
3n2n
2  1.
Proof. A2-overlappingweakRuspini partition P is characterized, up toGödel equivalence, by the forest FðPÞ, and therefore by a
subset of leaves ofRn \Tn.Weobserve that, byDeﬁnitions 3.1 and4.1,Rn \Tn is the forest obtainedby removing fromTn the
single tree having height 1, and the leaves of all the trees having height 2. Thus,Rn \Tn contains exactly n1
 
forests of height 1,
and n2
 
forests of height 3. Since the trees of height 3 have precisely 3 leaves, the total number of leaves of Rn \Tn is
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1
 	
þ 3 n
2
 	
¼ 3n
2  n
2Noting that, for every 2-overlapping weak Ruspini partition P; FðPÞ– ;, the corollary follows. hAcknowledgements
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